
Turkey Shoot Rules  
revised November 10,2015 

 

 

Airplane : Any model can be used but must be flown in all three events  

and have at least one wheel /// engine size no larger than .36 and must 

run a 10x6 prop, if propeller breaks a replacement of same make and 

brand can be used ///  Engine must be tied off to any part of the 

control system /// Engine must run on suction only , no force feeding 

systems as in bladders , Uniflow or muffler pressure ok/// Model must 

use .018 steel lines 60' +3"-3 ". 

 

Fast flight : 6 laps will be timed from a standing start and must be 

airborne in 1 lap , flight becomes official after the third lap is completed 

, 3 attempts will be given for 1 official flight , 

Slow Flight : 6 Laps will be timed from a standing start , model must be 

airborne in 1 lap , flight becomes official after the third lap is 

cpompleted , if wheels touch ground before 6 laps are complete an 

attempt will be given , 3 attempts for 1 official flight   

Scoring for fast and slow : the total slow time will be deducted 

from the total fast time and the spread will be your points .  

 

 



Balloon Bust "  Six minutes starts when the pilot signals the judges 

that he or she is ready to start engines , pilot must start engine and 

proceed to handle and pop as many balloons in 6 min, balloons are tied 

to a stick 5 feet high on a stand , after a pilot has popped a balloon or a 

balloon stick has been broke they must fly 2 laps  at 45* high to allow 

time to reset the balloon . pit stops are allowed for refuling or repairs to 

model.  Flight becomes official when airplane takes off. Hand 

launching will be determined by field conditions by CD 

Scoring for Balloon Bust: 5 points for every balloon popped in 6 

min.  

 

Combat: pilots will draw cards for each of the 2 rounds . each match is 6 

min long , Pilots may pit for gas and repairs within the 6 min match . 

airplane must roll off ground , hand launching will be determined by 

field conditions by the CD , 

Scoring for Combat : (air time ) 1 point for every second in the air, 

the clock starts as the model flys and stops when on the ground for 

pitting then continues till  6 min match is over  . Streamer cuts , 100 

points for every cut of a streamer , No Kills , ( a kill is when all streamer 

is cut with one cut , if a Kill is made it is treated as one cut at 100 points 

and match continues .  

 

Final Score is total of all three events added for an over all total score 

, 1st-3rd place win 10 pound Turkeys . 

 


